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FACTS ABOUT NEPAL
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Approximately 85% of Nepal's 28 million people

SPONSORSHIP

of

USD 1200 or Euro 1000

are engaged in agricultural production and have

covers

the

living

and

minimal access to health and social services.

schooling costs of a child at
“CFO-Nepal” for an entire

In such circumstances orphans and children who

year. It includes costs for

lack their mother`s or father`s care find themselves in

the child’s nutrition, clothing, support by caretakers

a critical situation. Around ten percent of Nepalese

and expenses for school fees and school items.

children do not reach the age of five due to various

The sponsor receives regular reports of the child’s

illnesses often combined with malnutrition.

activities and growth.

KATHMANDU, NEPAL

Nepal’s high population growth rate of 1,35% per
year on one hand combined with a high maternal
mortality rate on the other, produces a growing
number of children without proper care and support.

“CFO-Nepal”

helps

and

supports

affected by these circumstances.

children

DONATION STATEMENT
□

I support the CFO-Children`s Village-Building-Project

with a DONATION of USD________or

€_________

□ I agree to the SPONSORSHIP of a child
at “CFO-Nepal” with USD 1200 or € 1000 per year
□ I agree to SUPPORT “CFO-Nepal”
with an annual pledge of USD_______or € ________

Information for Sponsors:
Account Name: Children's Future Organization, Nepal
Name of Bank: Everest Bank Ltd.
Address of Bank: Lazimpat, Kathmandu, Nepal
Account No. : 0140010500513
A/C Type: Current Account
Swift: EVBLNPKAXXX

www.cfonepal.org.np

Post Box 24897
Tel. 00 977-10-521058
www.cfonepal.org.np
cfonepal@gmail.com
Ramesh.dhamala@gmail.com

NEPAL AND HER CHILDREN

Project-sustainability is guaranteed at some
point in near future.

Nepal is a tiny Himalayan country sandwiched
between China and India. Home to Mt. Everest Nepal

CHILDREN’S FUTURE ORGANIZATION

The

is famous for her beauty and hospitable people. The
country attracts many visitors from all over the world.

GOALS AND TARGETS

CFO-NEPAL

purpose

of

the

CFO-Project

is

to

bring

improvement into disadvantaged children’s lives and to
equip them with knowledge and skills for a better future.

“Children are the pillars of the nation”, according
to a Nepali quotation. However, there are many

CFO provides conditions that are similar to life

difficulties for Nepalese children to face.

in a loving family environment and offers
Traditionally, the extended family has been the
support system for children who have lost one or
both parents. The unstable political scenario in

opportunities for quality education.
The registered nonprofit “Children’s Future

the past two decades has had a great impact on

Organization”, founded in 2003, is located in the

Nepal’s

capital city of Nepal, Kathmandu, and has a

economic

development

and

the

disadvantaged segments of society in particular.

branch in the District of Dhading.

Hence, the societal changes are breaking down the

The Co-Founders are a Nepalese citizen with

traditional family and community network. Many

extensive experience in Social Work, and CFO-

family heads were lost during the armed conflict.

Friends from various Western countries. All together

Many other

to

107 children are part of our CFO family as of March

neighboring countries in search of work leaving much

2013. The CFO-Children’s Home was established on

of the responsibility to raise children and tend to the

the periphery of Kathmandu to provide a healthy

farm work on the shoulders of the women and elderly.

environment and a school just around the corner.

male

family members

migrate

Last summer a dream has become reality and 63

The children stay with the big CFO-family until
they complete education and until they are able
to make their living on their own.

YOUR SUPPORT
The

activities

of

“CFO-Nepal”

are

mainly

CFO-children, age 6 to 17 years, have moved to

financed by overseas DONATIONS and through

the newly built CFO-Children`s Village, 85 km/53

individual CHILD`S SPONSORSHIPS.

miles west of Kathmandu in the District of Dhading.

The organization is very much dependent on

Now we are faced with the daunting task of raising

income through these both sources especially during

funds to complete and expand the undertaking so that

www.cfonepal.org.np

the years of construction and development of our
new CFO-Children`s Village in rural Dhading.

